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PLAN. PRESERVE. PROMOTE.

Usage Control
When to use the logo and when not to is often times a judgement call. As the official 

keeper of the brand,  Atchafalaya has the final say in the usage of the brand. The 

brand should be used in signage, advertising, direct mail, event logos, merchandising, 

etc. Usage of the brand in an individual business or in an application that directly 

profits an individual business will be reviewed on a case by case basis.

VISITORS CENTER

 Morgan 
City

Bike Trail
Mile 4

Jimmy Lee Swaggart
EST. 1724

Welcome to 
New 
Roads

TOWN of MARKSVILLE

MARKSVILLE 
PREHISTORIC 

MOUNDS
Jimmy Lee Swaggart (born March 15, 

1935, in Ferriday, Louisiana) is a 
non-demominational pastor, teacher, 
and televangelist. He has preached to 
stadiums filled with capacity crowds 

around the world and pioneered 
televangelism through his weekly 

telecast. 

Ferriday 
Music Hall
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Advertising 
There are several fundamental design strategies that will allow for connections to be 

made while also allowing your business to reinforce its own identity. The use of clean 

design, similar color palettes, and a consistent logo element can create an indepen-

dently managed branding campaign. 

The following pages show some of the design fundamentals that will be important 

to use when creating your ads. Advertising expert David Ogilvy devised an ad layout 

formula for some of his most successful ads that became known as the Ogilvy. The 

illustration on this page is the basic design that follows the classic visual, headline, 

caption, copy, signature format. From this basic ad layout, other variations are 

derived.

Try changing the margins, fonts, leading, size of the initial cap, size of the visual, and 

placing the copy in columns to customize the basic format of this ad layout.

Visual at the top of the page. If you are using a photo, bleed it to the edge of the 

page or ad space for maximum impact.

For photos, place a descriptive caption below.

Put your headline next.

Follow with your main ad copy. Consider a drop cap as a lead-in to help draw the 

reader into the copy.
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Ads come in all shapes and sizes but they have a common goal -- to sell a product, a 

service, a brand. Text, visuals, or a combination of the two are the main elements of 

any print ad.

Artwork

Photographs, drawings, and graphic embellishments are a key visual element of many 

types of ads. Some ads may have only a single visual while others might have several 

pictures. Even text-only ads might have some graphics in the form of decorative bul-

lets or borders. When included with visuals the caption is one of the first things most 

readers look at after the visual. It’s not in all ads.

Titles 

The main headline may be the strongest element of the ad or it may be secondary to 

a strong visual. Some ads may have subheads and other title elements as well.

Body 

The copy is the main text of the ad. Some ads may take a minimalist approach, a line 

or two or a single paragraph. Other ads may be quite text-heavy with paragraphs of 

information, possibly arranged in columns newspaper style. While the words are the 

most important part of the copy, visual elements such as indentation, pull-quotes, 

bullet lists, and creative kerning and tracking can help to organize and emphasize the 

message of the body of the ad.

Contact

The contact or signature of an ad may appear anywhere in the ad although it is usu-

ally near the bottom. It consists of one or more of:

Logo, Advertiser Name, Address, Phone Number, Map or Driving Directions, Web Site 

Address, Extras

Some print ads may have additional special elements such as an attached business 

reply envelope, tear-out portion with a coupon, tip sheet, product sample.

Tabasco Sauce + Boudin Balls=

Great Balls of Fire


